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Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions /
incomplete statements. Only one of them is correct or the most
appropriate. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete
answer along with its letter of alphabet in your answer booklet:
1. Chatta Singh Attarwala and Mpplaraj revolted against British because
a) The British attempted to rule Punjab directly
b) The British appointed Duleep Singh to rule Punjab
c) The British sent Dulip Singh on pension
d) The British violated the continuous friendship pact
2. The book written by Bal Gangadhar Tilak
a) Kesari
b) Maratha

c)

Githarahasya

10x1=10

d) Geethamamrutham

3. The result of the end of cold war
a) USA emerged as the only super power of the world
b) The women got encouraged to work in public spear
c) USA helped the establishment of UNO
d) USA dropped nuclear bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
4. The Prime Minister who tried to reform our foreign policy to have better relationship
with Pakisthan was
a) Indira Gandhi
c) Lal Bahaddur Shastry
b)

Jawahar Lal Nehru

d) A.B.Vajpayee

5. WTO is the third pillar of the world trade the first two pillars are
a) ILO and IMF
c) FAO and WHA
b) UNSECO and UNISEF
d) IMF and IBRD
6. Kusuma Soraba lost here life in
a) Chipko movement
b) Sailent valley movement

c) Alcohol prohibition movement
d) Untouchability prevention movement

7. Irrigation farming is very less practiced in western coastal regions of India because
a) They mainly depend on fishing
c) These areas are covered by Laterite soil
b) These areas receive sufficient rainfall d) These areas are covered by forests
8. Recently Mica export has declined in India because
a) Synthetic mica is being produced in
c) Mica deposits are getting excausted
many countries
b) Chine is also producing more mica
d) Mica is no more produced in India

d)

9. A uniform system of Panchayat Raj institutions throughout India come into existence
according to
a) 78th Amendment
c) 72nd Amendment
b)

73rd Amendment

d)

70th Amendment

10. As a result of globalisation the close relation and interdependence among the countries
has formed
a) Arms race
c) Bilateral trade agreements
b)

Control of human trafficking

d) Confined capital flow

II Answer the following in a sentence each.
11. Why did Wellesley resigned for his post and returned to England?

14x1=14

12. What is the difference between Diwani Adalat and Fouzadoari Adalat?
13. Why did the Husters of Halagal revolt?
14. ‘In 1857 revolt the sepoys lost the faith of common people’ Why?
15.

What did he explain?

16. Why does India advocate the reduction of arms qualitatively and quantitatively?
17. What is social straitification?
18. What is a mob?
19. What is Humid farming?
20. Which are the components of IT industries?
21. Which union territory of India has the lowest density of population?
22. What is density of population?
23. When was Reserve Bank of India nationalized?
24. Where is the Central office of World Trade Organisaiton?
III Answer the following questions is about two to four sentences each.
15x2=30
25. “The fall of Constantinople led to the discovery of new sea route to India” Explain, How?
26. What was the outcome of white man’s burden theory?
27. How did Barackpur become the outbreak of 1857 revolt? Explain.
28. Explain how Patel could merge Hyderabad to Indian union?
29. How did Stalin develop Russia?
30. Which are the index of Hunger?
31. Which commissions have been formed by India for the implementation
of human rights?
32. How has Russia helped India in improving to its relationship with its
neighboring countries.

33. What are the importance of Northern plains?
34. Which are the factors that influence the climate of India?
35. Which ae the measures taken to conserve forest in India?
36. Classify these rivers into Himalayan rivers and Perensular river.
a) Mahanadi

b) Satlej c) Kosi d) Gandate

37. Explain pipeline transport.
38. What are inclusive and sustainable developments?
39. Why is march 15 celebrated as the world consumer day?
IV Answer the following in about three to six sentences each.
40. Explain the development of modern education system in India during
British rule.
Or
Explain the rebellion of Surapura against British.

6x3=18

41. Explain the effects of Terrorism .

Or
Explain the economic and financial achievements of UNO.

42. What were the problems of untouchability?
Or
What are the problems and challenges faced by unorganized sector
workers?
43. Most of the iron and steel industries are localized in West Bengal - Orissa
region why?
Or
Northen parts of India has more flood prone arean when compared to
South India why?
44. What are the functions of RBI?
Or
Which ae the non tax revenues of the Government?
45. What are the advantages of having a bank account?
Or
What ae the functions of an entrepreneur?
V Answer the following question.
46. What were the impacts of non-co-operation movement?
VI 47. Draw an outline map of India and mark these.
a) Indiara col b) Indira point c) Indira Gandhi international airport
*****

1x4=4
1x4=4

